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ROMTECH, INC.
GALAXY OF GAMES SERIES

GALAXY OF GAMES 1, 2, AND 3

The best Windows games ever are now gathered on the GALAXY OF GAMES CD-ROMS! The Galaxy of Games 
1, 2, & 3 series of CD-ROMS contains over 300 games each to challenge and amuse you!    Galaxy of Games can 
be run right off the CD - there's no cluttering up your hard drive or altering your system files.    CD-ROM WIN 
$12.95

KIDS ACTIVITIES

The finest activities for kids are gathered on one CD-ROM, ready to challenge, educate and amuse you and your 
children! With an exciting new graphic interface, this CD features activities in 10 different categories including:    
Math Flash Cards, Puzzles,    Multimedia Spelling, Concentration, Coloring, Geography, and more!    CD-ROM 
WIN $12.95

ARCADE ACTION



Here is the finest collection of the best arcade games, including pinball, action, skill, sports, shootem, and space 
games.    The latest addition to the best-selling Galaxy collection, Arcade Action is ready to challenge and amuse 
you!    Great new graphic interface included.    CD-ROM WIN $12.95

MAHJONGG

The ancient Chinese tile game is now brought home to your computer!    This unique collection of MahJongg 
games features over one hundred tilesets with beautifully detailed tiles and many challenging board layouts.    You 
can customize tiles, or even create your own!    Hours of entertainment! CD-ROM $12.95

TETRIMANIA

A one-of-a-kind collection of the best Tetris-type games provides hours of challenging entertainment.    Over 40 
versions of the popular game are here, with new and exciting block formations, breathtaking 3D graphics, and 
innovative new game variations. CD-ROM WIN $12.95

ROMTECH, INC.
GALAXY OF HOME OFFICE HELP SERIES

PRINTIT!

Here is an entire print shop at your fingertips to help you unleash your creativity!    Make your own greeting cards, 
banners, and posters for any occasion, as well as business cards, labels, forms, and brochures.    Bonus collection of



over 1,000 clip art images along with sophisticated drawing programs also included! CD-ROM WIN $12.95

CLIPART

This awesome, all-new collection includes:    Animals & edibles, Sci-fi & fantasy, Religion & the Gospel, Signs & 
symbols, Letters & numbers, and many more unique images.    Theyre perfect for presentations, greeting cards, 
brochures, school reports, newsletters - just about any project!    Images are in the .wmf format; photos are saved in
24 bit JPEG format. CD-ROM WIN $12.95

FONTS

This unique collection of TrueType fonts will add new life to your communications!    Youll find a phenomenal 
selection of fonts including handwriting, script, business, holiday, calligraphy, and much more.    Also includes our 
exclusive Home Office Font Manager! CD-ROM WIN $12.95

8,000 ICONS

ICON Browser - View, maintain and print your icons.      ICON Master - Windows 3 icon management and editing 
utility.      ICON Studio - Edit icon resource (*.ICO) files.    ICON Drawing - Create your own 16-color 32x32 pixel
icons.    ICON Blaster - Easily delete icons from your hard drive...plus more! CD-ROM WIN $12.95

IMPRESS!!    3500 PRESENTATION PICTURES
If youre faced with the difficult task of finding great photos for your presentations, you've just found the solution. 
Over 3,500 photos digitized for exceptional display on your standard PC or MAC. These professional quality stock
photos are yours to use in any desktop application that supports JPEG files.    Images span over a wide range of 
topics and categories:    Industry, Recreation, Backgrounds, Scenery, and more!!! CD-ROM WIN/MAC $12.95

.WAV SOUND EFFECTS 
Packed with more than 6 hours of professionally created sound effects in Windows .WAV file format for use in 



your serious multimedia presentation, or for just clowning around, adding a new dimension to your PC.    SOUND 
EFFECTS is a fun way to add variety to your multimedia creations. CD-ROM WIN $12.95

ROMTECH, INC.
KNOWLEDGE CONNECTION SERIES

150 PREHISTORIC CREATURES

Trace ancient life with Dinosaur Discovery.    CD includes remarkable illustrations of all known prehistoric 
species!    Includes theories of dinosaurs, techniques used by paleontologists to unearth ancient mysteries, and a 
collection of scientific information about these exciting creatures. CD-ROM WIN $12.95

TOTAL BODY

Pinpoint how your body controls hunger, thirst, sex drive, memory, dreams and more...Total Body takes this 
extremely complex subject and turns it into a fun and easy way to learn about yourselves physically and 
psychologically. CD-ROM WIN $12.95

FUR, FEATHERS, AND CLAWS

Multimedia Animals Encyclopedia lets you play with 2,000 animals!    This great CD includes sounds, facts, 
illustrations and fun.    Contains birds, fish, reptiles, and amphibians, and their behaviors, diets, and more! CD-
ROM WIN $12.95

EVERYDAY SPANISH



Contains nearly 1,000 Spanish words illustrated and spoken!    Learn as everyday scenes bring words to life.    Click
on a picture to hear the word for the object in both English and Spanish.    Includes a full picture/definition 
dictionary. CD-ROM WIN $12.95

EVERYDAY FRENCH
Contains nearly 1,000 French words illustrated and spoken!    Learn by context and by hearing and seeing the 
words in both languages.    Includes a full picture/definition dictionary. CD-ROM WIN $12.95

TOUR AMERICA

Bring Americas people, landscapes, and history to life with American Vista Atlas.    Feel the American experience 
with this colorful, fact-filled, door-to-door adventure.    Listen to different dialects from across the country, and see 
Americas exciting landmarks, landscapes, and people.    Includes state seals, flags, maps, thousands of well-
organized informational facts and figures, and more than 600 color photographs. CD-ROM WIN $12.95

WORLD TRAVELER

Roam the globe with World Vista Atlas!    Includes thousands of photos, maps, flags for over 200 countries, easy to 
print text and samples of language for most countries.    Also film clips about world topics, map reading, population
growth, urban density, civilizations and more! CD-ROM WIN $12.95

ROMTECH, INC.
BOXED PRODUCT

NOT JUST ANOTHER CLIP ART, VOLUMES 1-4



Why settle for ordinary clip art when the extraordinary is within your grasp?    Not Just Another Clip Art contains 
thousands of absolutely distinct, totally new forms of expression, all created by a single artist.    VOLUME 1:    
Images, Icons, Signs, and Symbols; VOLUME 2:    Story-Spots and Symbols; VOLUME 3:    Signs and Stamps; 
VOLUME 4:    Old and New Testament Story-Art.    CD-ROM WIN/MAC $24.95

UNIVERSE EXPLORER

Explore the universe from your own computer with Distant Suns and Mars Rover, which include over 16 million 
stars and the entire Hubble Guide star catalog.    Distant Suns takes you into a virtual planetarium where you can 
view the night sky in the comfort of your own home.    Contains hundreds of photos and movie clips for many 
celestial objects.    Mars Rover will take you on a breathtaking, 3D virtual tour of the Red Planet.    Zoom across the
rugged Martian landscape where you can stop and take a 360 panoramic view of the surroundings. CD-ROM    
WIN/MAC $49.95




